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Background 
The Lan negative blood type is the result of the inheritance of a rare recessive gene which has a frequency of 
approximately 1 in 5000 to 10 000 South Africans. Anti-Lan antibodies have been known to cause complications 
in pregnant women carrying fetuses with the corresponding antigen thus regarded obstetrically significant. The Red 
Cell Serology (RCS) laboratory received a sample for antibody identification from patient X, a 26 year old female 
diagnosed with chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) requiring ongoing blood transfusions following chemotherapy 
from 05/12/2012 - 14/07/2015. This abstract describes the identification of an Anti-LAN antibody in this patient and 
the challenge in sourcing blood for her as LAN- is a rare phenotype.    
 
Method 
An EDTA sample for patient X was received in the RCS laboratory and the serum of the patient was used to perform 
the initial red cell antibody screen and identification using standard screen/panel cells by the tube saline IAT method 
and by the gel method on WADiana. The Autoantibody (AA) and Direct Antiglobulin Technique (DAT) control was 
also tested. The DAT and AA was negative however the red cell identification was inconclusive as all panel cells 
were positive. The sample was therefore referred to the Reference laboratory where the DAT negative result was 
confirmed. A second antibody identification was completed with an extended panel of rare cells negative for high 
frequency antigens. The presence of anti-LAN was detected and cell phenotyping using patient cells and selected 
anti-LAN antisera was then used to confirm anti-LAN. 
 
Results 
RCS laboratory - all screen and panel cells were positive and therefore produced inconclusive results by the tube 
and gel method. The DAT and AA was negative. In Reference laboratory, the DAT was confirmed negative by tube 
and gel method. Antibody identification using the panel of rare cells confirmed the presence of Anti-LAN in patient 
X. Cell phenotyping using the selected LAN reagents confirmed that the patient was of the rare LAN negative blood 
type. Due to the unavailability of LAN negative units from the South African Rare Donor File in the Reference 
laboratory, a request was sent to the International Blood Group Reference Laboratory (IBGRL) in Bristol. Six units 
of frozen Group O RhD Lan negative red cell concentrates were provided from the National Frozen Blood Bank, 
Liverpool. On receipt, three units were thawed and issued to patient X. A further two units were subsequently 
issued. 
 
Conclusion 
Transfusion support for individuals that are negative for the high frequency antigen LAN and demonstrate the Anti-
LAN antibody is challenging as this is a rare blood type and compatible blood is not readily available. Due to the 
limited supply of Anti-LAN reagent, screening for this rare phenotype is difficult. SANBS has embarked on a mass 
scale rare donor screening program and as part of this program, reagents have been requested from the SCARF 
(serum, cells and rare fluids) international program to increase the number of LAN negative units. Patient X will 
continue to receive LAN negative units. 
 


